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Temporal Aggregation of GARCH
Processes
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Abstract

We derive low frequency, say weekly, models implied by high fre-
quency, say daily, ARMA models with GARCH errors. Both stock
and flow variable cases are considered. We show that low frequency
models exhibit conditional heteroskedasticity of the GARCH form as
welL The parameters in the conditional variance equation of the low
(requency model depend upon mean, variance and kurtosis parame-
ters of the corresponding high frequency model. Moreover, consistent
estimators of the parameters in the high frequency model can be de-
rived from low frequency data in many interesting cases. The common
assumption in applications that rescaled innovations are independent
is disputable, since it depends upon the available data frequency.
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ity, temporal aggregation.
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1 Introduction.

It is well known, nowadays, that many financial time-series such as ex-

change rates and stock returns exhibit conditional heteroskedasticity, i.e.

big shocks are clustered together. To parameterize conditional heteroskedas-

ticity GARCH models are often used. The GARCH model generalizes the

ARCH model of Engle (1982) and is proposed by Bollerslev (1986). In appli-

cations GARCH models have been specified for data at different frequencies,

typically assuming that the rescaled innovations are i.i.d. and are generated

by either normal or t distributions. Implicitly it is assumed that a GARCH
process at one frequency, say daily, is consistent with some GARCH process

at another frequency, say weekly. Well-known are the aggregation prop-

erties of ARIMA models: high frequency ARIMA processes aggregate to

low frequency AR1MA processes. For an extensive literature we refer to

e.g. Amemiya and Wu (1972), Harvey and Pierse (1984), Palm and Nij-

man (1984), L'utkepohl (1986) and Nijman and Palm (1990a,b). Little is

known about the impact of temporal aggregation upon GARCH processes.

Only the limiting cases of an increasing sampling interval and of an increasing

sampling frequency have been considered in the literature'. Diebold (1988)

shows that conditional heteroskedast.icity disappears if the sampling titne in-

terval increases to infinity. In case of flow variables the implied marginal low

frequency distribution converges to the normal distribution. Nelson (1990a,b)

considers an increasing sampling frequency. A continuous time model is de-

rived that yields accurate approximations to high frequency data. This model

is close to I-GARCH.
It is the purpose of this paper to derive results on temporal aggregation

over a finite number of periods. Theoretical results seem to be conflicting

with applications. While in applied work there is evidence for conditional het-

eroskedasticity at different frequencies [cf. e.g. Baillie and Bollerslev (1989)],

it is shown in this paper that fitted GARCH models do not agree with classi-

cal GARCH assumptions. E.g. independent daily rescaled innovations imply

dependent rescaled innovations at the weekly frequency. In applied work

these dependencies are neglected. This fact also complicates attempts to

construct efficient semi-parametric estimators of the variance parameters [cf.

~The results on temporal aggregation in Engle and Bollerslev (1986) are of little value

since they condition on high frequency observations in stead of on low frequency ones.
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e.g. Gallant and Tauchen (1989) and Engle and González-Rivera (1989)].
Three definitions of GARCH are adopted in this paper, which will be

referred to as respectively strong, semi-strong and weak GARCH. The re-
spective definitions are of increasing generality. Strong GARCH requires
that rescaled innovations are independent, semi-strong GARCH assumes that
rescaled innovations are uncorrelated while in weak GARCH models only
projections of the conditional variance are considered.

In this paper, first of all, we show that the classical (semi-)strong GARCH
assumptions on the available data frequency are arbitrary. Generally a(semi-
)strong GARCH process aggregates to some weak GARCH process that is
not semi-strong GARCH. The semi-strong ARCH(1) model with stock vari-
ables seems to be a sole exception. Second, we show that the assumption of
weak GARCH models at different frequencies is internally consistent. More
generally, we show that every ARMA model with weak GARCH errors ag-
gregates to a model in this class. Third, our results imply that consistent
estimation of low frequency parameters is possible with the low frequency
data set. A straightforward consistent estimator of these parameters can be
derived from the ARMA model that generates the squared observations [cf.
Bollerslev (1986,1988)]. Simulations suggest that the popular pseudo max-
imum likelihood estimates are also close to the true parameters even if the
low frequency model is weak GARCH. Finally we note that high frequency
parameters can be identified írom the corresponding low frequency ones in
many interesting applications. Combining these results we conclude tliat.
it is often possible to estimate high frequency parameters even if only low
frequency obscrvations are availablc.

The paper is orgauized as follows. Notations and several CARCII con-
cepts are presented in Section 2. The simplest case of temporal aggregation
is considered in Section 3. There we treat ARCH(1) models with stock vari-
ables. We show that a high frequency (semi-)strong ARCH(1) process implies
some low frequency semi-strong ARCH(1) process. Sections 4 and 5 consider
GARCH(1,1) models with stock and flow variables, respectively. In these
cases even strong GARCH(1,1) only aggregates to weak GARCH(1,1). In the
stock variable case the low frequency conditional variance parameters depend
only upon the high frequency variance parameters. In case of flow variables
the low frequency variance parameters depend also upon the kurtosis of the
high frequency observations. In both cases the low frequency parameters are
expressed as explicit functions of the high frequency parameters. Section f
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treats ARMA(1,1) models with GARCH(1,1) errors. Temporal aggregation
of these models leads to low frequency ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(2,2) models.
The high frequency orders of the ARMA part influence the low frequency or-
ders of the GARCH part. Our most general result is presented in Section 7:
the class of ARMA models with weak GARCH errors is closed under tern-
poral aggregation. The proof of this result is deferred to the Appendix. Our
results are easily extended to ARIMAX models. To illustrate the empirical
iLnplications of our results we compare the daily, weekly and monthly models
of six major exchange rates presented in Baillie and Bollerslev (1989), see
Section 8. Finally Section 9 contains some concluding remarks.

2 Definitions and Notation.

In order to define the models properly let {e:, t E Z} be a sequence of statiou-
ary errors with finite fourth moments. Define operators A( G) - 1-~ ~;-~ cr; I,'
and B(L) - 1-~Pt~;U and let the sequence {h;, t E Z} be defined as the
stationary solution of

B(L)h~ - zG f {A(L) - 1}e~. (1)

We assume that B(L) and B(L) ~{- 1- A(L) are invertible and have roots
outside the unit circle2.

Three definitions of GARCH will be adopted in this paper.

Definition 1(Strong GARCH) The sequence {Et, t E Z} is defined to
be genemted by a strong CARCH(p,qJ process if ~i, A(L) and B(L) can be
chosen such that

~a - Ei~ ht ~ i.í.d. D(fl, l), ('?)

where D(0,1) specifies a distribution with mean zero and unit variance.

Definition 2(Semi-strong GARCH) The sequence {ei, t E Z} is deftned
to be geneTnted 6y a scmi-strong GARCH(p,q) process ija(~, A(L) and 13(l,)

ZIn the literature attention ia reatricted to parameter values satiafying t[, 1 0, (~; ~ 0
and a; ~ 0 (Vi). However, thia condition seema to be unnecessarily restrictive. Defining
a(L) -~~ t x;L' - B(L)-~ {A(L)-1 } the weaker assumption x; 1 0( Hi) also guarantees
the nonnegativity ot h~. Moreover, one can easily conatruct examples to show that even
Lhe nonnegativity of x; (Vi) ia not neceasary.
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can be chosen such that

E(Et ~ Et-i,Et-z,...] - 0 and (3)
zE[Et I Et-t,Et-2,...1 - ht. (4)

Definition 3(Weak GARCH) The sequence {Et,t E Z} is defined to be
generated by a weak CARC,H(p,q) process if the et are uncorrelated and ij
-t~i, A(L) and B(L) can be chosen such that

E[et] - 0 and (5)

P[Ei ~ Et-t,Et-z,...] - ht, (6)

where P[xe I Et-i, Et-z, ...] denotes the best linear predictor of zt in terms oj
z z1,Et-l,~t-2,.- ,Et-1,Ei-2,-.., i.e.

E(xt - P(xt I Et-1rEt-z,...])Et-{ - O for i~ 1 and r- 0, 1,2. (7)

Observe that all these GARCH definitions require ~; 1 Q; t~'-1 tx; G 1.
The strong GARCH definition has been adopted by e.g. Engle (1982) and
Bollerslev (1986). The most popular distributions are normal and t distri-
butions. The second definition has been adopted by e.g. Weiss (1984,1986).
Evidently a strong GARCH process will also be semi-strong GARCH. On
the othcr hand a semi-strong GAIZC;II process with titne-varying higher or-
der conditional moments is not strong GARCH. Finally the requirements for
weak GARCH are met both by strong and semi-strong GARCH processes.

The most general model considered in this paper is the ARMA model
with GARCH errors

T(L)yt - ~(L)Et, (8)
where I'(L) - jjP1(1 - ry;L) and O(L) - jjQ1(1 - B;L). Throughout we
assume that all standard regularity conditions are fulfilled. This implies that
the roots of I'(L) and O(L) are all outside the unit circle and that no roots
of I'(L) coincide with roots of O(L).

High frequency observations are assumed to be on yt (t - 1,...,T).
If yt is a stock variable low frequency observations are assumed to be on
yt (t - m,2m,...,T), where m is some known integer (for simplicity we
suppose that T is a multiple of m). If yt is a flow variable low frequency
observations are assumed to be on y~mlt -~;"ól yt-~ (t - m, 2m, .., T)
with m and T as before. Extensions to ARIMA models are easily added by
constructing slightly more general observation schemes [compare e.g. Palm
and Nijman (1984), Section 2].
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3 Aggregation of ARCH(1): Stocks.

In this section we restrict attention to the ARCH(1) model in case of stock

variables. 'I'his is a special case of the model introduced in eyuations ( l)

and (8) with P-Q-p-O and q-1. First we show that the class of semi-

strong ARCH(1) processes with stock variables is closed, i.e. a semi-strong
ARCH(1) process aggregates to another semi-strong ARCH(1) process. A

similar derivation holds true for the class of weak ARCH(1) models. Sec-

ond, we show that the strong GARCH class is not closed under temporal

aggregation.

Proposition 1 The classes of semi-strong and weak ARCH(1 J processes
with stock varáables are closed under temporal aggregation. More precisely,
tif {yt,t E Z} is semi-strong or weak ARCH(IJ with ht - t~i f ayi r then

{ytm,t E Z} is semi-strong respectively weak ARCH(IJ with h(,,,)e,,, -~i(,,,) f
z

a(m)ytm-me where

1-am
t~i(m and a ,,,) - am.

)-~ I-a (

PROOF: We restrict attention to the case with m- 2. Along the same lines
one obtains the results for general m. To check the conditions of Definition 2
observe that, for some semi-strong ARCH(1) process {yt,t E Z},

E[yt ~ yt-z, yt-a, . ..] - E[E[ye ~ yt-r, yt-z, .. .] I yt-z, yt-a, ...] - 0 and

E[yi ~ yt-z, yt-a, ...] -~~- aE[yii ~ yt-z, yt-a, ...]
2 2-~(I f a) t a yt-z - h( z)t.

These equations imply that the low frequency process {yzt,t E Z} is semi-
strong ARCH(1) with parameters ~(z) -~(1 ~ a) aud a(z) - az (replacing

the high írequency parameters ~i and a). One easily verifies thaL similar

derivations apply to the class of weak ARCH(1) models. o

Observe that a(m) tends to zero as m tends to infinity. If the process is
aggregated more and more conditional heteroskedasticity disappears in thc
limit [compare e.g. Diebold (1988)]. On the other side, assume for the mo-
ment that the current observed process is a low frequency process generated
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by some very high frequency ARCH(1) process. Then the data generat-
ing process (DGP) of the original series is close to I-ARCH(1) since the
ARCH parameter a of the DGP has to be close to one [compare e.g. Nel-
son (1990a,b)].

The nonnegativity of a implies that high frequency ARCH(1) parame-
ters are determined by the corresponding low frequency ones. Obtain from
relation (1) the AR(1) equation that is known to generate the squared ob-
servations [cf. Bollerslev (1986,1988)]

y! - ~(m) -f rY(m)yL-m f rlt~

where pt - yi - h(,,,~,. Note that the error variables p,,,, are uncorrelated
[use equation (7) with xt - y~ ]. Hence least squares estimators based on the
AR(1) equation and low frequency data are consistent and high frequency
parameters are identifiable from low frequency data.

To show that the class of strong GARCH models is not closed under
temporal aggregation consider the classical model

yt-~t ~foyi t-~e ht

with ~t ~ i.i.d N(0,1). In the low frequency model with e.g. m- 2 rela-
tion (2) is violated. Let vt - yt~ h(~1t denote the rescaled low frequency
innovations and note that

vt - r;t ~t t fi-r(1 - ~:) (10)
with at - r[i~h(Zlt. Therefore rescaled low frequency innovations depend upon
past observations. From ( 10) one can show e.g.

E[vi I ya-seye-,,...] - 6(at - 1)2 t 3.

This implies that the conditional fourth moment of vt depends on the infor-
mation set. Rescaled innovations are not i.i.d. and hence the low frequency
model implied by a high frequency strong ARCH(1) model does not sat-
isfy the strong GARCH assumption. Therefore the common assumption
that rescaled disturbances are i.i.d. at the available data frequency is dis-
putable. Moreover, this result complicates attempts to construct efficient
semi-parametric estimators of the variance parameters [c.f. e.g. Gallant and
Tauchen (1989) and Engle and González-Rivera (1989)].
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4 Aggregation of GARCH(1,1): Stocks.
This section extends the analysis of the previous paragraph to GARCH(1,1)
models with stock variables. Higher order stock models are treated in a simi-
lar manner. The discussion of the general case is deferred to Section 7. In this
section we show that a weak GARCH(1,1) model aggregates to another weak
GARCH(1,1). Subsequently we discuss the relation between the parameters
in high and corresponding low frequency processes in more detail.

Proposition 2 The class of weak GARCH(1,1) processes wilh stock vari-
ables is closed under temporal aggregation. More precisely, if {y~, t E Z} is
weak GARCH(1,1J with ht -~ f Qht-~ ~~y; 1 then {yi,n, t E Z} is weak
GARCH(1,1J with hl,,,~~,,, - 1G1,,,1 ~- ~il,,,lhlmltm-m ~ a(,,,)yi -,,,, where

,~Iml - ~ 1 - (Q f ~)~` alml - (Q f ~)m - Qlml. (11)1-(af~)

and ~il,,,l E ( 0,1) is the solution of

A(ml Q(Q i- a)m-'
(12)

1~- Q()- 1 t a21 1~p~Ata)~ ~ f Q2(Q f a)z„a-z

PROOF: Once more we restrict derivations to the case with m- 2. The
general case runs along the same lines. Obviously the yt with even indexes
are uncorrelated but the derivation of the projection of yi is less straight-
forward than in Section 3. In order to derive this projection consider the
ARMA(1,1) model that is known to generate the squared observations [cf.
Bollerslev (1986,1988)]: put rli - yi - h~ and observe that the pt are uncor-
related [use equation (7) with x~ - yi]. Obtain the ARMA(1,1) equation
corresponding to the GARCH(1,1) model by rewriting the equation deter-
mining h~ :

yi - ~ t (A f n)yi-i f ~7t - ~~1~-i. (1;1)

To obtain the low frequency GARCH model we derive the low frequency
model corresponding to the ARMA(1,1) model in squared observations. We
proax~d as in Palrn and Nijman (1984). Substituting ( 1'3) int,o itsclf yields

yé -~(1fQ1-a) ~-(,Qi-n)~yi-z fve (14)
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with vf - ns t ans-, - Q(,B f a)ns-z. Equation (14) determines the autoregres-

sive part of the low frequency model. It remains to determine the moving

average structure. It ia easily checked that (t~k 1 1) Evsvs-zk - 0. Let

a E(0, 1) be the unique solution of

a Evsve-z a(a t a ) (15)
lfaz -- Evi - lfazf~z(Qfa)z

and define ws -(1 - aLz)-lvs. Straightforward calculations show that the

ws with even indexes are uncorrelated. Since ws is a linear combination of

yi , yi-zi ... it follows that

P[yi ~ TJs-z, yo-a, . . .] - ~P[yi-z ~ ye-a, ys-s, . . .] -

-~(1 t Q t a) f{(Q f a)z - a}yi-z

proving that {yzt,t E Z} is weak GARCH(1,1) with parameters ~~z~ -

~i(1 f p f a), Qlzl - a and alzl -(~3 -b a)z - a(replacing the high fre-

quency parameters ~, (i and a). O

Observe that Q~ml f a~ml -(p f a)"`. Hence the same conclusions apply

as in the preceding section. Increasing the sampling interval decreases tl,e

effect of conditional heteroskedasticity [ef. Diebold (1988)]. If the observed

process is generated by a very high frequency process, then the DGP is close

to I-GARCH with Q N 1 and a N 0[cf. Nelson (1990a,b)]. Furthermore

high frequency parameters can be determined from the corresponding low

frequency ones and hence consistent estimation oï the high frequency pa-

rameters based on low frequency data is possible using the low frequency

ARMA(1,1) equation similar to (13).

The relation between high and low frequency GARCH models is displayed

in Figure 1. Subsequent marks to the left on the lines in the figure indicate

the effect of doubling the sampling period. E.g. if the observed sample is

weak GARCH with Q-.800 and a-.050 then the corresponding param-

eters for the weak GARCH model where observations with odd indexes are

skipped (m - 2) are (i -.677 and a-.046. Similarly it follows from the

figure that the parameter pairs for m- 4 and m- 8 are equal to (.488,.034)

and (.254,.018). If the observations are generated by a very high frequency

DGP then the parameters corresponding to the model where the sampling
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o.o o.~ o.~
OETA

o.e o.~

Figure 1: Aggregation of GARCH(1,1): Stocks.

s.o
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frequency is doubled are Q-.873 and a-.048. Doubling once more and re-
doubling yields respectively (.917,.043) and (.944,.036). Of course the latter

values are only valid if the true underlying DGP contains the calculated fre-
quency. Economic theory should indicate at which time intervals innovations
occur. Observe that GARCH(1,1) modela are close to ARCH(1) models if
the sampling interval is large and that conditional heteroskedasticity disap-
pears when the sampling period is very large. On the other síde the figure
shows that highly aggregated models with non-trivial variance parameters
are generated by a DGP close to the integration in variance model.

5 Aggregation of GARCH(1,1): Flows.

In this section we consider temporal aggregation of GARCH(1,1) mode~ls
with flow variables, i.e. the values y(m)c -~;"p1 yc-~ (t - m, 2m, ..., T), are

observed. Note that this case applies if e.g. yc - ~xc, where xr is a stuck

variable. In contrast to the stock variable case the proof of Proposition 3 rr-

quires some symmetry condition. We show that the class of symmetric wcak
GARCH(1,1) models with flow variables is closed under temporal aggrega-
tion. The low frequency parameters z,i, (i and ~ are no longer determined
by the corresponding high frequency parameters. The unconditional kur-
tosis rcy - Eyi ~(Ey; )2 of the observations is also involved. Subsequently
we discuss weak GARCH models obtained through aggregation in more de-
tail. Note that it is easy to construct examples to show that the class uf
(semi-)strong GARCH models is not closed under temporal aggregation.

Proposition 3 The class of symmetric weak GARCH(1,IJ processes witla
fiow varíables ís closed under temporal aggregation. More precisely, íf {yc, t E
Z} is weak GARCH(1,1J with symmetric margfnal distributáons, hc -~i t

Qht-~ fay~ 1 and unconditional kurtosis ~cy then {y(m)cm, t E Z} is symmetric

weak GARCH(l,l) with h(m)cm -~(m) f Q(m)h(m)!m-m -F o(m)y(m)tm-rn, a"rl

kurtosis ic(m)y where

~(m) - m~ 1 - (Q } ~)m , ~(m) - (Y ~ Q')m - Q(m), ( ) ())1-(Qf~)
K(m)y - 3 f ( Ky - 3)~m

f 6(~cy - 1){m - 1- m(Q f~) f(Q f a)m}{a - Qo(Q t a)}7)

m2(1 - (i - a)Z(1 - Q2 - 2~ia)
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and ~~31m) ~G 1 is the solution of the system

- a(Q, ~, ~v, m)(Q ~- a)m - ó(Q, a , m) (18)- Zm ~a(Q,a,~cv,m){1~(Qfa) }-26(Q,a,m)

m(1 - Q)z f 2m(m - 1)(1
- Q- cv)z(1 - jjz - 2Qo:)
(~y -1){1- (Q t ~)~}

~4{m-1 -m1Q~Q~) f (QfQ')m}{4:-Q~(Q~ ~O~n)

1-((3fa)z

bll~, ~, m) - l~ - N~IF' ~ ~)7 1 - (N ~ CY)~m
(?~)1 - (Q -} ~)z .

PROOF: Once more we restrict derivations to the case with m- 2[inciden-
tally this also proofs the cases m- 4, 8, ... by substituting low freyuency
parameters in equations (16)-(20)]. Similar but tedious calculations prove
the general case. Obviously the y~z)i with even indexes are uncorrelated. In
order to derive the projection P[y~z)e ~ y(z)e-z, ylz)~-a, .-.J let r~, - yi - h~ be
defined as in the preceding section. Then equation (14) implies

y~z)i - ZiG(1 f Q~- o!) f(Q f~)zy~z)i-z -f vi,

where

v~ - ~~ t (1 } ~)n~-, ~ {~ - Q(Q ~- ~) }~~-~ - a(a f a)~,~-3
-f 2yiyt-r - 2(p f cz)zy~-zy~-s-

As before we derive the low frequency ARMA(1,1) equation corresponding to
this model in squared observations. The components of vi are uncorrclated
and hence (!1k , 1) Eviv~-zk - 0(here the symmetry condition imposed
upon yi is used for the first time). Analogous to (15) let ~ a ~C 1 be thc
unique solution of

~ Ev~vs-z~Er~i

1 f áz Evi~ni

The main difference with the case of stock variables is the presence of the
cross-products yiy~-~ and y~-~yi-z in vi. This complicates the computatiou
of a since information about Eyiyi-~~Eq~ is required. Put az - F,yi -
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~~~{1 -(Q f a)} the unconditional variance of the observations and observe
that

(Q f a)~Ep~ - Ey~ - Ehi - ( Eyi - a')1 - QZ - 2,Oa ~

Then calculation of Eyiyi-~ using the ARMA(1,1) equation ( 13) [see e.g.
Harvey ( 1981, p.40)~ and subsequent algebra yield

Z- )E 2 z ,E Z- 1 1- Q 2Qa 1- Q(Q d- a
yi y~-i rh - ky - 1 1 - ÍQ f a)~ ~ a 1-(Q f a)~ ~

After some manipulations one obtains A. Define wi -(1-aL~)-'ve. Straight-
forward calculations show that the eái with even indexes are uncorrelated.
Thus the low frequency ARMA(1,1) equation is given by

yjz)~ - 2~(1 f Q f a) f(Q f a)2y~z)i-2 ~- wt - ~i~i-~.

Fi~ally a simple projection argument implies that the low freyuency rnodcl
is weak GARCH(1,1) with parameters ~(ih) - 2~(1 f Q~ a), Q~2) - á and

n12) -(Q -} a)~ - á ( replacing the parameters 1[i, ~3 and a). The othc~r
conclusions of the proposition are easy. O

REMARK 1 The symmetry condition can be relaxed in Proposition 3. The
proof only needs ( ~) (FJ 0 G i G j G k, i~ 0 or j~ k)Ey~y~-;yi-~yt-~ - 0.
Recall that equation (3) implies such a result for i~ 0. Condition (~) is
somewhat technical and is therefore replaced by the more appealing symme-
try condition.

REMARK 2 For strong GARCH models the distribution of the rescaled in-
novations is usually given. To make the aggregation results of Proposition 3
directly applicable to this situation the relation between the kurtosis of the
rescaled innovations ~cf - Ef' and ~cv is given:

1 - (Q f a)Z (21)
~y-x{1-(Qfa)z-(~cf-1)a2

If the denorninator is less than or equal to 0 then ~cv - oo.
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Observe that the class of weak ARCH(1) models with flow variables is not
closed under temporal aggregation. Generally high frequency ARCH(1)
models aggregate to low frequency GARCH(1,1) with ~ilml ~ 0. The re-
lations ( 16)-(20) imply that the variance parameters of the low frequency
model depend upon the high frequency variance parameters but also on the
kurtosis of the observations. This contrasts the case of flow variables with
the case of stock variables.

As in the preceding sections (~lml f álml -(,0 f a)m, implying that con-
ditional heteroskedasticity disappears when m is large and that very liigl~
frequency processes are close to I-GARCH. Moreover iclmly y 3 as m-~ oo,
suggesting asymptotic normality of ylmli~~. This result has been estab-
lished by Diebold (1988). As before the one-one correspondence between high
and low frequency parameters and the ARMA equation permits consistent
estimation of high frequency parameters from low frequency data.

The results of temporal aggregation of GARCH(1,1) models with flow
variables are illustrated in Figure 2. Six different GARCH DGP's are con-
sidered. The parameter vectors of Q, a and ky are given by (.871,.051,3.11),
(.887,.035,3.05), (.800,.050,3.06), (. 871,.051,10.47), (.887,.035,9.62) and
(.800,.050,9.70). For strong GARCH models these kurtosis values correspond
to normal rescaled innovations for the first three parameter vectors and ts dis-
tributed rescaled innovations for the last ones [see Remark 2, equation (21)~.
Similar to Figure 1 subsequent marks to the left indicate the effect of dou-
bling the sampling period. Stars "~" correspond to low frequency models
obtained with the first three parameter vectors and diamonds "o" to low fre-
quency models obtained with the last ones. From the figure it is evident that
differences in the high frequency kurtosis produce different low frequency
variance parameters. E.g. aggregation of the first respectively fourth model
with m- 2 and m- 4 yield (. 800,.050,3.26), (.678,.045,3.33) respectively
(.777,.073,7.68), (.637,.086,6.21). The first and fifth parameter vectors are
chosen such that the parameters a and ~i of the third pair are obtained if
the sampling period is doubled. This illustrates that knowledge of the low
frequency variance parameters is insufTicient to identify the high frequency
ones unless a priori information about ic~mlY is available. From the applied
point of view, nevertheless, the impact of the kurtosis on the low frequency
variance parameters appears to be minor. Numerical results for exchange
rates will be presented in Section 8.
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Figure 2: Aggregation of GARCH(1,1): Flows.
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6 Aggregation of ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1).
It is the purpose of this section to show that the analysis of the preced-
ing paragraphs extends to ARMA models with symmetric GARCH errors.
As an example we consider the relatively simple case of the ARMA(1,1)-
GARCH(1,1) model

yi - Pyi-i f e, - Be~-i, (22)
Ee~e,-: - 0 (di 1 0), (23)

ht - PIEé I E~-i,E~-x,...] - Tl, f Qhe-~ f~E~-„ (24)

and show that this model aggregates to an ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(2,2) model.

To avoid separate discussions of stock and flow variables let W(L) -~wo w;L'

with 0 G w G m- 1, define y~ - W(L)yi as in Palm and Nijman ( 1984) and

define èt analogously We assume that low frequency observations are on

yi, (t - m, 2m, . .., T). This covers the case of stock variables if w- 0 and
the case of flow variables if w- m- 1 and w; - 1 ( i - 1, ..., w). Once more
we take for notational simplicity m- 2. The general case of ARMA-GARCH
models is treated in Section 7.

The low frequency mean equation corresponding to (22) is derived explic-

itly by e.g. Amemiya and Wu ( 1972) and Palm and Nijman (1984). Substi-

tuting ( 22) into itself yields

yi - P~yi-s f vi,

where v~ - Ét~(p-6)é~-1-p9ée-s. It is easily verified that (b'k ~ 1) Evtv~-2k
- 0, implying that the low frequency mean equation is also ARMA(1,1). Put
p~zl - p~, 9~z~ E(-1,1) the solution of

B(z) Eviv~-z
1 -}- 9~z1 - Ev~ '

and ]et
s -i

~~ - (1 - B~s1L ) vt - ~G~E~-~ - ~(L)~t-
t-o

Then the low frequency mean equation can be written explicitly as

yi - P(~)yi-z t Cs - Blxl~t-z-
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Observe that the ~i with even indexes are uncorrelated and hence equa-

tions (22)-(23) are satisfied in the low frequency model with p~2) and B~2)
replacing the high frequency parameters p and 6. It remains to derive the
variance equation analogous to (24). Put pi - e~- hi and recall equation (14)
of Section 4

{1 - (Q ~ a)'L~}ei - ~(1 -~ ,Q t a) t {1 ~- aL -,Q(~ ~ ot)L'}n,.

Define ~Y~(L) -~;oo~(i?L' and observe that (1-B~z)L~)~Yz(L) is a polynomial
of order G 3(use ~i;}~ - Blz)~(i; if i ~ 2). Then multiplying the previous
relation with (1 - B~z)L~)~Y~(L) and shuffíing some terms around yields

{1 - (Q ~ a)~L~}(1 - 9~z)LZ)~i -
- {1 - (Q t a)~L~}(1 - B~~)L~){~Y(L)ei}~

~
-~(1 t Q f ct)(1 - 9~s)) ~~s

~-o
f{1 t aL -~(Q -t- a)L'}(1 - B~z)L2)~Y2(L)rl~

t {1 - (Q f ol)ZL'}(1 - B~~)L') ~{~Y(L)e,}' - ~YZ(L)E,~ .

Note that the RHS contains only rl~, ..., r~t-s and E~-;ei-~ (i ~ j, i or j E
{0, ..., 5}. The rh are uncorrelated by construction and the symmetry cou-

dition guarantees that all variablcs in the RHS are uncorrelated. Hence thc

order of the MA term in the low frequency model is equal to [5~2] - 2. Ex-
plicit formulas for the MA correlations are easily derived, see the proof of

our main theorem in Section 7. Numerical methods can be used to obtain

the low frequency MA ccefficients and the proof is complete.
It is evident from these calculations that high frequency ARMA(1,1)-

GARCH(1,1) models imply low frequency ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(2,2) models
both for stock and flow variables. Note that the low frequency variance
parameters depend upon the corresponding high frequency variance param-
eters, the kurtosis and the high frequency mean parameters. Even the order
of the variance equation is influenced by the properties of the mean equation.
Canceling roots can affect these conclusions but this case is coincidental ex-

cept for pure AR (Q-0) and pure MA (P-0) models with stock variables.
Then B~2) - 0 and aggregation yields a low frequency AR(1)-GARCH(l,l)
respectively GARCH(1,1) model.
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7 Aggregation of ARMA-GARCH.
In this section we derive the low frequency ARMA-GARCH model corre-
sponding to a general high frequency ARMA model with weak GARCf1
errors. The orders of the low frequency model are explicitly given. Low
frequency parameters are determined by high frequency mean, kurtosis and
variance parameters. Numerical techniques are necessary to derive the low
frequency parameters [similar to the ARIMA case, c.f. Palm and Nijman
(1984)J. As a corollary it follows that the class of ARMA-GARCH models is
closed under temporal aggregation both in the cases of stock and flow vari-
ables. Furthermore we present two corollaries for pure GARCH models. A
table of orders for the most important applications is given. One easily veri-
fies that the orders of the low frequency models derived below correspond to
our conclusions in the previous sections. The proof of Theorem 4 is deferred
to the Appendix. In this paragraph [x] is the largest integer G x.

Theorem 4(ARMA-GARCH) Let {yi, t E Z} be genemted 6y the
ARMA(P,QJ model (8) with symmetrác weak GARCH(p,qJ errors determiucd
by (1). Put W(L) -~wow;L' then {W(L)yim,t E Z} follows an.
ARMA(P,QJ process with symmetric weak GARCH(p,q) errors, where P-
P, Q- Pf[ -~t] and p- q- rf Z Q(Q f 1), where r- max(p, q).

If jjP,(1~-ry;L-}. ..-1-ry;`-' Lm-' )O(L)W(L) - O(Lm ) for some polynomíal
0 then the symmetry conditfon is superfíuous and the low jrequency ei-rar
process is GARCH(r ~ [~],r).

Corollary 5 The classes of ARMA models with symmetric weak GARCH
errors and either stock or fiow variables are closed under temporal aggrega-
tion.

Corollary 6 ( GARCH, Stocks) Ij {y~,t E Z} is weak GARCH(p,qJ
then {y,m,t E Z} is weak GARCH(r~ [ m],r).

Corollary 7 ( GARCH, Flows) If {yi,t E Z} is symmetric weak
GARCH(p, q) then {y~,,,l~,,,, t E Z} is symmetric weak GARCH(r, r~.

REMaRK 3 The symmetry conditions can be relaxed in Theorem 4, see Re-
mark 1.
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high frequency model low frequency model
ARCH(q) stock GARCH(q-1 ,q)
ARCH(q) flow GARCH(q,q)
GARCH(1,1) stock GARCH(1,1)
GARCH(l,q~) stock GARCH(q-lt,q)
GARCH(l,q) flow GARCH(q,q)
MA(1)-ARCH(q) stock GARCH(q,q)
MA(1)-ARCH(q) flow MA(1)-GARCH(qfl,q~l)
AR(1)-ARCH(q) stock AR(1)-GARCH(q,q)
AR(1)-ARCH(q) flow ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(qtl,q-{-1)
ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(l,q) stock ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(qfl,q-F1)
ARMA 1,1 -GARCH l,q flow ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(qfl,qfl)

Table 1: Orders of high and low frequency models. (t for small m possibly
smaller, ~q 1 2)

In Table 1 we present the orders for some common models. In practice the
calculated low freyuency orders may seem to be smaller than the calculate~l
ones. This is caused by several reasons. First several parameters in low
frequency models are small and hence model identification routines neglect
these parameters. In the second place the orders of Theorem 4 are upper
bounds. Consider e.g. a high frequency ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(1,1) model.
Then the corresponding low frequency models with m- 2 and m- 4 are
ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(2,2). However, if we started at the level m- 2 with
an ARMA(1,1)-GARCH(2,2) model Theorem 4 suggests an ARMA(1,1)-
GARCH(3,3) model for m- 4. Hence if the model under consideration is an
aggregated model there may be intricate connections between the parameters.
These connections influence the orders of the models by aggregating more
and more. Furthermore seasonal terms in the polynomials may influence the
orders of the low frequency model. In the proof of Theorem 4 we did not
exploit possible special structures in the ARMA polynomials determining the
mean equation and the GARCH part. If these polynomials contain seasonal
factors of type 1- cLm then other factorizations can be used to show that
the orders of the low frequency ARMA-GARCH modcl are smaller.
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8 Empirical Example: Exchange Rates.
In order to illustrate the empirical implications of the results in the previ-
ous sections we compare the estimated daily, weekly and monthly models of
six exchange rates presented in Baillie and Bollerslev (1989) ( BB from now
on). BB analyzes observations on the exchange rates of the French Franc,
Italian Lira, Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc, British Pound and German Mark
with respect to the US Dollar from the New York Exchange Market between
March 1, 1980 and January 28, 1985. BB assumes that tescaled innovations
in the daily and weekly GARCH(1,1) model for the returns are t distributed.
Their estimates of the parameters for the daily and weekly model are repro-
duced in the first six columns of Table 2. Although we do not claim that
the pseudo maximum likelihood estimators used by BB are consistent for the
parameters in the weak GARCH model, simulation results suggest that the
asymptotic bias is small. For ease of reference with BB we present the calcu-
lated ~ct of the rescaled innovations in stead of rcy although not all presented
processes can be strong GARCH. The Ky are obtained along the lines of Re-
mark 2. Note that the dummy variables contained in the BB model drop
out in the weekly model or are insignificant. We use the results of Section 5
to estimate the variance and kurtosis parameters in the weekly GARCH(1,1)
model. Plugging in the daily estimates in equations ( 16)-(21) we obtain an
alternative estimation procedure to direct weekly estimates. These estimates
are given in the last three columns of Table 2. Except for the Japanese
Yen and given the large standard errors [cf. Baillie and Bollerslev ( 1989)]

daily estimates

Q n ~e

weekly estimates

As ás KsE
implied weekly

Qs ás ~s)c
FF~~ .829 .114 4.92 .655 .144 5.13 .589 .157 5.81
IL~~ .848 .113 3.89 .658 .187 3.00 .663 .157 5.13
JY~~ .941 .049 5.62 .927 .072 6.65 .839 .112 4.71
SF~~ .907 .073 3.41 .784 .121 3.00 .792 .112 4.05
BP~á .910 .061 4.16 .842 .049 3.00 .768 .096 4.09
GM~á .881 .085 3.41 .636 .249 3.00 .728 .113 4.11

Table 2: Estimates of weekly parameters for six exchange rates. Comparison
of direct weekly estimates with estimates implied by daily estimates.
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hourly estimates implied by daily estimates with xf from
daily data superimposed N superimposed tsQ~8 ~~8 x~e a,s ~~8 ~~ a~8 ~~a ~~

FF~~ . 957 .035 7.36 . 934 .058 3.99 .954 . 039 4.63
IL~á .936 .059 2.66 .941 .054 3.96 .959 .036 4.60
JY~~ .990 .009 18.12 .978 .020 3.32 .985 .014 3.78
SF~~ .958 .039 2.31 .965 .032 3.53 .976 .022 4.04
BP~á .979 . 017 7.62 .967 .029 3.42 977 .019 3.90
GM~S .928 .O6? 1.69 .956 .04U 3.f;:~ 96g 027 4.19

Table 3: Estimates of hourly parameters for six exchange rates implied by
daily estimates.

the direct estimators are close to the implied weekly estimates. The latter
estimates, based on daily data, are probably more efficient. The problems
with the Japanese Yen are probably caused by the high kurtosis. BB's es-
timate of the kurtosis in the weekly JY~á model equals x~ - 6.65 implying
that the fourth moment of the observations does not exist. This probably
invalidates both the estimation procedures and our aggregation results for
the JY~á case.

From the results in Section 5 it is clear that the high frequency
GARCH(1,1) model can be identified from low frequency data. Hourly
and daily parameter estimates are obtained by plugging in daily respectively
weekly estimates in equations (16)-(21) (we take 8 hours a day and 5 days
a week and we neglect possible seasonal patterns). In several cases problems
arise for the daily estimates since equations (I6)-(21) do not permit a solu-
tion for daily parameters if the weekly parameters are plugged in. Probably
these problems are caused by the relatively small number of weekly observa-
tíons. This implies that there are no daily weak GARCH models aggregating
to these weekly models. Weekly estimates may be not very close to the true
values. It is well-known that it is difficult to estimate the kurtosis in depen-
dent series. There[ore we also present the high frequency variance parametc~r
estimates if xf in the high freyuency model is assumed to be known (in that
case the estimated kurtosis in the low frequency model is neglected). We
compare two superimposed values: the low value xf- 3(e.g. normal inno-
vations) and the relatively high value xf - 6(e.g. ts innovations). Observe
that the estimated daily kurtosis values in Table 2 are between these two
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daily estimates implied by weekly estimates with ~c~ from
weekly data superimposed N superimposed te
hi ~ K( li ~ K 5 I~ CY K 5

FF~á .857 .099 4.52 .828 .128 4.51 .870 .086 5.74
IL~~ n.s. n.s. n.s. . 817 .150 5.39 .862 .105 7.19
JY~á n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
SF~á n.s. n.s. n.s. .895 .085 4.03 .922 .058 5.04
BP~~ .905 .073 1.66 .938 .039 3.31 .952 .025 4.02

GM~~ n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Table 4: Estimates of daily parameters for six exchange rates implied by
weekly estimates. [-: temporal aggregation results not applicable since
fourth moment does not exist; n.s.: no solution possible in equations (16)-
(21)~

values. For these cases we present the implied daily respectively weekly kw~-
tosis in stead of repeating the superimposed hourly respectively daily kurtosis
(compare these values with the estimated ones in Table 2). Tables 3 and 4 il-
lustrate that the parameters do not change dramatically if the kurtosis varies
in a reasonable range. Since the estimate of the unconditíonal kurtosis in the
JY~á weekly model is infinite we could not use the results of Section 5 to
estimate the daily model. Note also that the weekly model for the Japanese
Yen suggests that the daily and weekly model are very close to integration
in variance.

Finally we present in Table 5 the monthly variance and kurtosis estimates
implied by the daily and weekly ones. In both cases the monthly model still
contains strong conditional heteroskedasticity, although 13B cannot reject
the homoskedasticity assumption by direct estimation of the monthly pa-
rameters. The estimates in Table 5 seem to be more ef6cient than the direct
estimates based on 59 monthly observations. Note that the estimated weekly
parameters in the JY~~ model imply that the fourth moment of the returns
does not exist. Hence we cannot apply the temporal aggregation results in
this case. [Substituting Ky - oo in equations (16)-(20) yields respectively
.931, .065 and Tc~zO~y - oo.~
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monthly estimates implied by
dai ly estim ates weekly estimates

Q zo á zo K zo f Q zo o zo ~ 20 ~
FF~á .206 .103 6.27 .299 .109 5.56
IL~~ .325 .126 6.04 . 391 .119 4.48

JY~~ .661 . 157 5.48 - - -
SF~~ .553 . 115 4.54 .570 .101 3.90

TiP~~ .472 .083 4.17 .593 .037 3.26
(:~1i~y 411 090 4.36 .426 . 187 6.26

Table 5: Estimates of monthly parameters for six exchange rates. Com-
parison of monthly estimates implied by daily and weekly estimates. (-:
temporal aggregation results not applicable since fourth moment does not
exist)

9 Concluding Remarks.
In this paper we derived the low frequency model that is implied by an as-
sumed high frequency GARCH model. We restricted ourselves primarily to
properties of the parameters in the mean and variance equations. More-
over we showed that the i.i.d. assumption on the rescaled innovations at the
data frequency which one happens to have available is arbitrary. The low fre-
quency variance parameters generally depend on mean, variance and kurtosis
parameters of the high frequency model. Furthermore we showed that the
orders of the low frequency GARCH process can be affected by properties of
the high frequency mean equation. Identification of the parameters in a high
frequency strong GARCH model from low frequency data is often possible.
In addition we showed how high frequency observations can be used to ob-
tain estimates of the low frequency variance parameters which are likely to
be more efficient than direct estimates from low frequency data. Estimates of
parameters in a variance equation for monthly exchange rates derived in this
way suggest strong conditional heteroskedasticity, as opposed to direct esti-
mates. Simulation results show that the classical pseudo maximum likelihood
estimator yields parameter estimates close to the true parameters of weak
GARCH models. Although we do not claim that this estimator is consistent
these simulations suggest that the bias is negligible in applications.
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10 Appendix.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4: We introduce some more notation. If P(L) -
jjpr(1 - p;L) is some polynomial of order p define P(Lm) and Pm(I,) by

P,,,(Lm) - ~(1 - P;"Lm) and
;-t
P

Pm(L) -~(1 f p~L f... f P;`-'Lm-').
~-r

Note that P(Lm) - P,,,(L)P(L).
First we derive the ARMA structure of the low frequency process yt -

W(L)yt, ( t -... , m, 2m, 3m, ...). Multiplying the ARMA equation (S) by
Im(L)W(L) we obtain

rm(Lm)Ut - Fm(Lm)~(L)W(L)et - vt.

The autoregressive part of the low ftequency model is evident from this
equation. To determine the moving average structure note that (t1k ~
Q) Evtvt-,,,k - 0. This dctermines the order of the MA part. To derivc
the MA parameters proceed as in Palrn and Nijman (1984) and construct

a polynornial n(Lm) -~QoB;L'm - 1 t O,Lm t ... t t7~LQ"' such that
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~:m - O(Lm)-' V,m is an uncorrelated sequence. Explicit determination of
the MA parametera B; (i - 1, ... , Q) usually requires numerical procedures.
Combining these results the low frequency ARMA equation is given by

rm(Lm)yt - e(Lm)C~.

Next we derive the GARCH structure of this equation. By construction
the {tm are uncorrelated and hence the proof is complete if the projection
P[(i ~~i-m, (~-2m, ...] is of the required form. Put r~i - ei - h~, C(L) -
B(L) f 1 - A(L) with order r and observe that

C(L)e~ - ,~ -f B(L)p,. (25)

Let ~Y(L) - ~~ozli;Li - 0(Lm)-'Í'm(L)O(L)W(L) such that ~i - ~Y(L)Ef
and put ~YZ(L) -~~-o ~~ Li. Multiplying equation (25) by Cm(L)~Y2(L) and
rearranging some terms yields

Cm(Lm)Ci - Cm(1)~2(1)~ f Cm(L)B(L)`~2(L)n~
f Cm(Lm) ~ {~Y(L)e,}2 - ~~(L)e~~ .

The second and third term of the RHS are uncorrelated since r~; and e;-;e;-~
are uncorrelated by assumption (Hi ~E j E Z). The rnoving average structure
of the RHS is not necessarily finite. To obtain a suitable ARMA structure in
~i we have to multiply the latter equation once more by a polynomial. Note
that O(Lm)iY(L) is a polynomial of finite order (m - 1)P -} Q-~ w, hence
(with Bo - 1)

Q
~B~~i;-~m-0fori~(m-1)PfQtw.
~-o

This difference equation in ~i of order Q determines a difference equation in
~i2 of order zQ(Q f 1), say

;Q(Qtl)

~ ~i~?~m-~fori~(m-1)P}Qfw-h2mQ(Q-l).
~-o

I'ut
,6(Cti)

~(Lm) - ~ ~iLim

i-0
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and observe that ~Y(Lm)~~(L) is a polynomial of order (m - I )P -~ Q f w-~
zmQ(Q - 1). Pre-multiplying with ~(Lm) yields

~(Lm)Cm(Lm)Ct -

- ~(1)Cmíl)~2(I)T~ i. Cm(L)B(L)~(Lm)~YZíL)rlt
f Cm(Lm)~(Lm) ~{~Y(L)et}~ - ~Y'(L)e,~ .

By construction of ~Y(L"`) the variables in the RHS are: rlt-;, ( i E{0, ...,
(m-1)rfq~(m-1)P-{-Q-}-w~2mQ(Q-I)})andet-;et-~ (i ~ j, i or j E
{0, ..., mr ~(m - 1)P ~ Q-} w-~ zmQ(Q - I)}). Hence the order of the MA
term in the low frequency model is equal to r t 2Q(Q .}-1). Calculation of the
autocorrelations of the MA term requires knowledge of Eeiei-;~Eni . Calcu-
lations similar to the ones in Section 5 imply that these quantities depend
only upon the high frequency kurtosis, a and ,Q parameters. This determines
the autocorrelations and similar to the ARMA mean equation one has to
determine a low frequency MA term with the same autocorrelation struc-
ture. This low frequency MA term determines the Q's oí the low frequency
GARCH equatíon. The a's are obtained by subtracting the low frequency
MA polynomial from ~Y(Lm)Cm(Lm).

Under the conditions of the second part of the theorem ~t - et. In this
case multiply relation (25) by Cm(L) and obtain

Cm(Lm)Ct - Cm(I)~G f cm(L)B(L)Ot.

Proceed as before and replace the rightmost term by the corresponding low
frequency term. The proof is complete. ~
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